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The DARRYL POTTS CASE, CANB
- Sanity in Australia prevails

From: Fredrick Toben

Remember Canberra bureaucrat Richard Krege? He
his decade-long government job at Air Services
attending the 2006 Teheran Holocaust Conference.

Now ADT member Peter Molony has thrown the
in the works for like-minded Jewish Supremacists
their proxies, such as McEvoy, Branson and Lander,
stating, and without bending to Jewish pressure

Jew hater Darryl Potts given okay for gun
EXCLUSIVE by Joe Hildebrand

A MAN declared a white supremacist by police and ruled a possible risk to public safety by a psychiatrist has been granted the right to

Darryl Potts believes there is a Jewish conspiracy to

destroy other races.

Darryl Potts, who believes there is a Jewish conspiracy

to destroy other races, had his AB firearms and

probationary pistol licences revoked by police after he

expressed "white supremacy views" to officers during

an incident involving domestic violence. Bu

landmark case, the Administrative Decisions Tribunal

has ruled that, even though Mr Potts might hold

extreme and offensive views, that does not mean he is

mentally impaired and he is legally entitled to a firearm

licence – read the Tribunal's ruling in full

http://lawlink.nsw.gov.au/adtjudgments/2010nswadt.

nsf/f1a6baff573a075dca256862002912ec/ac37a2776e

9f383dca2578090011ff5b?OpenDocument

The decision was at odds with the opinion of police, the

Firearms Registry and a psychiatrist's clinical

assessment that Mr Potts had the potential "to put

public safety at risk".

Mr Potts, an elevator technician at Federal Parliament,

pursued the case because he believed having a revoked
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DARRYL POTTS CASE, CANBERRA, ACT – and more ...
Sanity in Australia prevails - for how much longer though?

From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz

Sent: Thu 20/01/11 1:00 PM

Richard Krege? He lost
at Air Services after

g the 2006 Teheran Holocaust Conference.

Peter Molony has thrown the spanner
inded Jewish Supremacists and

such as McEvoy, Branson and Lander, by
, and without bending to Jewish pressure:

"The fact that he holds political and religious views and
opinions that are offensive is not, in my opinion,
sufficient to find that the public inter
no longer hold a firearms licence.
embark on a slippery slope ... to totalitarianism."
Full transcript of proceedings at:
http://lawlink.nsw.gov.au/adtjudgments/2010nswadt.
nsf/f1a6baff573a075dca256862002912ec/ac37a2776e
9f383dca2578090011ff5b?OpenDocument

***

Jew hater Darryl Potts given okay for gun
EXCLUSIVE by Joe Hildebrand The Daily Telegraph January 20, 2011

te supremacist by police and ruled a possible risk to public safety by a psychiatrist has been granted the right to
possess a handgun.

Darryl Potts believes there is a Jewish conspiracy to

Darryl Potts, who believes there is a Jewish conspiracy

to destroy other races, had his AB firearms and

probationary pistol licences revoked by police after he

expressed "white supremacy views" to officers during

an incident involving domestic violence. But, in a

Administrative Decisions Tribunal

has ruled that, even though Mr Potts might hold

extreme and offensive views, that does not mean he is

ly entitled to a firearm

read the Tribunal's ruling in full -

http://lawlink.nsw.gov.au/adtjudgments/2010nswadt.

nsf/f1a6baff573a075dca256862002912ec/ac37a2776e

enDocument

The decision was at odds with the opinion of police, the

Firearms Registry and a psychiatrist's clinical

assessment that Mr Potts had the potential "to put

Mr Potts, an elevator technician at Federal Parliament,

he case because he believed having a revoked

firearm licence could affect his security clearance to

work in government buildings. He said he wanted to

take a stand against the trend of removing people's

firearms.

Both during the case and in extensive inter

The Daily Telegraph, Mr Potts made a series of bizarre

claims about Jewish people.

He told the tribunal he did not believe six million Jews

were killed in the Holocaust.

load of hogwash," he said.

After having his licences reinstated, he said he believed

Jews were plotting to dilute other races by encouraging

mixed-race children and he had unwittingly played into

their hands by having children with his Korean

wife - from whom he has separated.

"If I had've known this information I would not have

participated in mixed-race marriage," he said.

He also said Jewish spies,

peddlers" were visiting his house because he was "a

person of interest" to them.

After the 2009 domestic dispute at his estranged wife's

house, the Firearms Registry

psychiatrist on the basis that he "has expressed white

supremacy [sic] ... views that have raised concerns

regarding his mental health".

After Mr Potts stated, "I am a very angry man", the

psychiatrist diagnosed him as having

disorder.

ADT member Peter Molony rejected the psychiatrist's

opinion and ruled, "Mr Potts is an intelligent,

manipulative and calculating man
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and more ...
?

"The fact that he holds political and religious views and
opinions that are offensive is not, in my opinion,
sufficient to find that the public interest requires that he

rearms licence. To do so would be to
embark on a slippery slope ... to totalitarianism."
Full transcript of proceedings at:
http://lawlink.nsw.gov.au/adtjudgments/2010nswadt.
nsf/f1a6baff573a075dca256862002912ec/ac37a2776e
9f383dca2578090011ff5b?OpenDocument

Jew hater Darryl Potts given okay for gun
January 20, 2011 12:00AM

te supremacist by police and ruled a possible risk to public safety by a psychiatrist has been granted the right to

firearm licence could affect his security clearance to

work in government buildings. He said he wanted to

take a stand against the trend of removing people's

Both during the case and in extensive interviews with

, Mr Potts made a series of bizarre

claims about Jewish people.

tribunal he did not believe six million Jews

were killed in the Holocaust. "I say the six million is a

After having his licences reinstated, he said he believed

Jews were plotting to dilute other races by encouraging

hildren and he had unwittingly played into

their hands by having children with his Korean-born

from whom he has separated.

"If I had've known this information I would not have

race marriage," he said.

He also said Jewish spies, posing as "Israeli art

peddlers" were visiting his house because he was "a

person of interest" to them.

After the 2009 domestic dispute at his estranged wife's

gistry referred Mr Potts to a

psychiatrist on the basis that he "has expressed white

supremacy [sic] ... views that have raised concerns

regarding his mental health".

After Mr Potts stated, "I am a very angry man", the

psychiatrist diagnosed him as having a personality

ADT member Peter Molony rejected the psychiatrist's

"Mr Potts is an intelligent,

manipulative and calculating man. The fact that
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he holds political and religious views and opinions

that are offensive is not, in my opinion, sufficient

to find that the public interest requires that he no

longer hold a firearms licence," Mr Molony found.

"To do so would be to embark on a slippery slope

... to totalitarianism."
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw-act/jew-hater-

darryl-potts-given-okay-for-gun/story-e6freuzi-

1225991344204

***

Parliament crackdown as Jew hater Darryl Potts faces the sack
Joe Hildebrand, The Daily Telegraph, January 21, 2011 12:00AM

AN ACCUSED white supremacist could be banned

from Parliament House as computer experts work

to block the online posting of offensive material

from within the nation's capital building.

The move follows new revelations Jew hating and other

offensive posts were sent to websites from an IP

address belonging to the Parliamentary Services

Department.

The self-description and language in the posts matches

that of parliamentary elevator technician Darryl Potts,

exposed yesterday as a Holocaust-denying extremist

who has just been granted a handgun licence.

The messages refer to Jews as living in "Satan's sewer"

and visiting his family home posing as "Israeli art

peddlers". Mr Potts did not deny he was the author of

the posts when contacted yesterday.

Parliamentary Services acting head David Kenny said

the posts were a clear breach of the rules and

parliamentary technicians were working on a way to

block the sender.

Mr Kenny also said he was in discussions with the

company that directly employed Mr Potts about

potentially banning him from the building.

The posts were written under the pseudonym Kinkyboy

and written between 2006 and 2010.

In one traced to a parliamentary computer he says:

"Jewish Fascists masquerading as 'Israeli Art Peddlers',

likely inspired by the slippery reptiles at the B'nai B'rith,

have visited the family home when the kids were in the

house" - the exact same story and phrase Mr Potts

told The Daily Telegraph.

Under another name on a white supremacist website he

claims the Jewish holy book, the Talmud, allows sexual

abuse of children.

In another post he describes himself as a "6'+ blue-

eyed Anglo-Celt, who like some others, wears a kilt,

blows the pipes, but refuses to defer to kikes". Mr Potts

wears a kilt and plays in bagpipe band.

In yet another post on a white supremacist website he

reveals himself to be "KinkyBoy" and likens Jews to

flies and maggots. Mr Potts declined to comment

further yesterday.

***

Judge rules anti-Semite allowed to have a gun
Joshua Levi, 28 January 2011 [-emphasis added by ed. AI]

LEADERS of the Jewish community in Canberra say

they fear for their safety after a Holocaust-denier was

granted a gun licence.

ACT Jewish community president Manny Waks

While trying to have his licence reinstated, Canberra-

based Darryl Potts told the NSW Administrative

Decision Tribunal (ADT) that the number of Jews who

died in the Holocaust is a made-up number, that the

United States is a Jewish establishment, and that

Mossad is spying on him.

“When I speak about the Holocaust, I say the six

million is probably a load of hogwash,” Potts told the

ADT.

Potts, who works at Parliament House, lost his gun

licence after being issued with a domestic violence

order following a confrontation with his former partner

in 2009.

He said he applied to have his licence reinstated

because without it, he struggled to pass the security

clearances he needed to be able to work.

Psychiatrist Dr Robert Tym, who examined Potts,

told the tribunal that he is someone who has the

potential to put public safety at risk if he was in

the possession of a firearm.

Despite this testimony and Potts’s blatant anti-

Semitism, ADT member Peter Molony said he was not a

threat.

“I concluded that Mr Potts is an intelligent,

manipulative and calculating man,” Molony said. “The

fact that he holds political and religious views and

opinions that are offensive is not, in my opinion,

sufficient to find that the public interest requires that

he no longer hold a firearms licence.”
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He found that Potts had never advocated violence or

attempted to use force in order to advance his views so

he would not be a threat to society.

But ACT Jewish community president Manny Waks

clearly disagreed with the judgement.

“We certainly view Mr Potts as a potential threat to our

community,” Waks, the former executive director of the

B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation Commission, said. “I

discussed this matter with our contacts in the

Australian Federal Police, who informed me there is

very little they could do due to the ADT ruling.”

http://www.jewishnews.net.au/judge-rules-anti-

semite-allowed-to-have-a-gun/

*
Here is a 2008 case where Psychiatrist Dr Robert

Tym expresses his opinion supportively of a man,

something he did not do in the Potts case.

Wonder why?

____

Juvenile porn obsessive jailed
BY SALLY PRYOR, COURT REPORTER, 04 Dec, 2008

A Canberra music teacher who became so obsessed with

looking at child pornography on the internet that he developed

deep vein thrombosis has been sentenced to eight months in

jail. Richard Llewellyn, 58, of Chisholm, was arrested in March

as part of Operation Centurion, a national crackdown on child

pornography and web paedophiles.

He pleaded guilty in June to possessing about 17,000 images

and videos of explicit child pornography and using the Net to

access the material.

He told police he had been looking at child pornography almost

every night for the past two years, usually in the evenings

while his family slept, and found the images arousing.

But, in later sentencing submissions, psychiatrist Robert

Tym said Llewellyn told him he had been intrigued by

the violence in the images, some of which involved

children as young as four months, rather than the

sexual aspects.

He said Llewellyn also explained that he had been

aroused by images of adults and older adolescents but

not of children.

The court had heard that, in downloading and viewing images

that contained children performing sexual acts on other

children, adults and animals, Llewellyn claimed he did not

realise at the time that his actions would hurt anyone.

He told a parole officer he had ''minimised the wrongness'' of

his actions by telling himself he was simply viewing images.

''I have never had the desire to molest or abuse anyone in my

entire life, child or adult. I am deeply ashamed of my offence,''

he said in the report.

But he did tell police he had known what he was doing was

wrong, and had been trying unsuccessfully to stop.

In handing down the sentence yesterday, Justice Hilary

Penfold said Llewellyn's diagnosis of attention deficit disorder

by another doctor did not justify the offence, but did perhaps

explain his obsessive tendency.

She compared his case with that of Michael Edward Hatch, a

38-year-old former Australian Federal Police officer who was

also arrested as part of Operation Centurion and was

sentenced by the ACT Magistrates Court in July to five months

in custody.

Justice Penfold sentenced Llewellyn to three months in full-

time custody and five months of periodic detention, to be

followed by a two-year good behaviour order.

She told him the next few months would not be easy because

the ACT prison system had no facility to separate sex

offenders from other prisoners.

Llewellyn waved to his family in the public gallery as he was

led out of the courtroom, and said, ''Look after your mother''

as one of his daughters wept.

http://www.canberratimes.com.au/news/local/news/general/ju

venile-porn-obsessive-jailed/1377817.aspx

*

Dr Robert Tym's Summary
An extensive career - first in Neuroscience and later Psychiatry

- working in positions ranging from Research Fellow at the US

Atomic Energy Commission, Rockefeller Traveling Scholar,

Research Fellow and Lecturer at both Harvard and Berkely,

Professor of Neurosurgery at the University of Torontoto, CA

and public and private Psychiatric practices in both large and

small cities across the world - amounts to a vast mass of

experience upon which Robert Tym's current research into

PTSD is based.

His latest publication featured in Traumatology Journal 15 (3)

is the culmination - and palimpsest - of his groundbreaking

developments in the detection and cure of individuals suffering

from PTSD - especially those in the armed forces recently

returned from active duty in the Middle-East.

Specialties
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
Intelligence (IQ
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ptsdresearch

***

REMEMBER THE DR THOMAS KOSSMANN CASE,

MELBOURNE, Victoria?
Remember this victimisation of German Dr Thomas Kossmann and how soon after his removal from

Melbourne’s Alfred Hospital, Federal Health Minister Nicola Roxon announced The Alfred Hospital

would link with a trauma unit based at a Jerusalem hospital?

***

Alfred probe says Thomas Kossmann lied about skills
Grant McArthur and Geoff Wilkinson, Herald Sun, May 22, 2008 12:00AM

CONTROVERSIAL surgeon Professor Thomas Kossmann

put patients' lives at risk, a panel of his peers has

found. Prof Kossmann needlessly operated on at least

15 patients with surgery he did not have the skill to

undertake, they said. The former head of the Alfred's

trauma department was unavailable for comment

because of a family illness yesterday, as details of the

probe were revealed for the first time.

Prof Kossmann still faces a police fraud investigation as

well as separate probes by the Ombudsman, the
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Transport Accident Commission, Medicare and the

Medical Practitioners Board.

The panel appointed by the Alfred found Prof Kossmann

lied about his skills and experience to gain accreditation

to work in Australia. They said he did not have the

knowledge to undertake the surgery he did.

The German-born surgeon was a recruit to the state's

top trauma unit in 2001 after being exempted from a

competency exam by the Royal Australasian College of

Surgeons because of his outstanding CV.

Health Minister Daniel Andrews yesterday promised to

examine the processes used to accredit overseas-

trained surgeons, but refused to blame individual

groups for the Kossmann debacle.

Headed by respected orthopaedic surgeon Bob Dickens,

the panel investigated complaints about operations

carried out on 24 patients over the last three years. It

found "significant" concerns in 15 operations and less

serious ones in nine.

In one case, the panel found Prof Kossmann became

"disorientated" and drilled into an artery leading to a

patient's brain because he did not know the anatomical

position he was operating on, causing "catastrophic

bleeding" that risked death.

In another, Prof Kossmann made a surgical incision in

the wrong part of a patient's body, making it impossible

to do the operation correctly.

"The nature of these practices and decision-making was

. . . flawed in its conception and harmful in its effect,"

according to the panel, which included Brisbane

orthopaedic surgeon John Tuffley and Sydney

orthopaedic surgeon Stephen Ruff.

The panel found Prof Kossmann raked in hundreds of

thousands of dollars for operations performed by

others, not performed at all, or which were not

required.

It recommended the TAC, WorkCover and Medicare

audit his billing practices. The Herald Sun has seen Prof

Kossmann's formal response to the review panel. He

accused the doctors whose complaints prompted the

probe of being motivated by self-interest.

"I believe that the complainants were motivated

following discussions I had with them concerning their

own behaviour," Prof Kossmann's response says.

"This included falsifying timesheets, working in private

outside Melbourne despite being on call, delaying

patient treatment to gain financial benefits, non-

attendance at peer review meetings and inappropriate

behaviour toward female staff."

He rejected the panel's finding that he performed

unnecessary surgery "in a significant number of cases",

saying the two cases nominated by the panel involved a

surgical technique he had performed successfully on

over 250 patients.

While the review panel's terms of reference did not

allow it to examine whether other surgeons or hospitals

engaged in similar billing practices, it recommended the

trauma unit's audit processes be reviewed.

But Bayside Health chief executive Jennifer Williams

said no complaints had been made about other

surgeons, so nobody else would be investigated.

She said Prof Kossmann was hired only because the

Royal Australasian College of Surgeons accredited him.

The college said the hospital had failed to monitor his

performance.

Several of the patients have contacted the hospital

after seeing reports of the scandal. Another dozen

would be contacted by the Alfred, Ms Williams said.

She said Prof Kossmann had been a well-respected

surgeon.

"A number of us had worked with him closely over a

number of years," she said. "But the nature of the

complaints were such that we needed to look at them,

and on close examination we have now got these

serious findings," she said. "It is a surprise, but we are

entirely satisfied that there has been a very robust and

comprehensive process to come up with these

conclusions."

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/surgeon-

risked-lives/story-e6frf7kx-1111116407649

***

Kossmann to continue practising
Richard Baker, Nick McKenzie, August 28, 2008

Professor Thomas Kossmann. Photo: Craig Abraham

Victoria's Medical Practitioners Board has amended the

registration of controversial surgeon Thomas

Kossmann's to limit his ability to independently perform

spinal and pelvic surgery.

- Registration amended

- No 'risk' evidence

- 'Positive step'

But the board has permitted The Alfred hospital's

former trauma director to continue practising as an

orthopedic surgeon.

Releasing a statement on its ongoing investigation into

Professor Kossmann's clinical practices, the board said

it had no evidence at this stage to suggest the German-
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born surgeon posed a risk to public safety so long as he

stuck to an agreement not to engage in spinal or pelvic

surgery without the close supervision of a more senior

surgeon. As part of the arrangement between Professor

Kossmann and the board, he has agreed to provide

monthly statutory declarations to verify he has

complied with the restrictions on his registration

regarding spinal and pelvic surgery.

Professor Kossmann resigned from The Alfred in April

ahead of the release of a hospital-commissioned peer

review which concluded he engaged in flawed,

excessive surgery and rorted the Transport Accident

Commission insurance scheme.

Professor Kossmann has released a statement

welcoming the board's decision to allow him to continue

practising orthopedic surgery.

"I would like to reiterate I totally reject the flawed

findings of The Alfred hospital Peer Review and I see

the board's decision as a positive step in fully restoring

my professional reputation,'' he said.
http://www.theage.com.au/national/kossmann-to-

continue-practising-20080828-44k8.html

***

Kossman hits back at 'ruined reputation' claims
Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Broadcast: 10/06/2008

http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2007/s2270580.htm
***

Medical Board clears surgeon Kossmann
Michael Bachelard, The Age, May 9, 2010

THE Medical Practitioners Board has delivered another

blow to the Victorian Ombudsman by clearing

controversial trauma surgeon Thomas Kossmann to

practise spinal and pelvic surgery.

It's the fifth and final group to clear Dr Kossmann of

wrongdoing after Ombudsman George Brouwer accused

him in 2008 of poor practice, inappropriate billing and

''harvesting patients'' to maximise income.

In a statement to The Sunday Age, the board confirmed

that on April 23 it had lifted any conditions on Dr

Kossmann's registration. It said it was ''satisfied that Dr

Kossmann has demonstrated that he has the necessary

skills and training in pelvic and spinal surgery''.

The board also affirmed that Dr Kossmann

''understands the appropriate and ethical use of

Medicare item numbers related to orthopaedic

surgery''.

Dr Kossmann is not currently working as a surgeon, but

an agreement between the Medical Practitioners Board

and the Royal Australian College of Surgeons means

any surgery Dr Kossmann does for the next two years

will be reviewed by two of his peers.

The Ombudsman's 2008 report recommended further

investigations by the police, the Australian Tax Office,

the Transport Accident Commission, WorkSafe and the

board. All have now found that Dr Kossmann has no

case to answer.

His lawsuit for defamation and unfair dismissal against

his former employer, The Alfred Hospital, is now the

only action that remains on foot arising from the events

that wrecked his reputation.

He is seeking an apology, compensation and

reinstatement by the hospital.

The board’s finding will strengthen the hand of critics of

the Ombudsman, including the Australian Medical

Association, which said yesterday Dr Kossmann had

been denied procedural fairness during the

investigation of him.

The Ombudsman’s powers are now under examination

as part of a review of Victoria’s anti-corruption

arrangements by Elizabeth Proust.

Dr Kossmann first came under fire in late 2007 when

allegations were made about whether he was

performing unnecessary and dangerous surgery on

patients, and rorting the funding mechanism of the

Transport Accident Commission.

Dr Kossmann is working as a consultant for a law firm.
http://www.theage.com.au/national/medical-board-

clears-surgeon-kossmann-20100508-ul2s.html

***

Thomas Kossmann forced overseas to get work
Geoff Wilkinson, Herald Sun, August 19, 2010 9:07PM

CONTROVERSIAL trauma surgeon Thomas

Kossmann has been forced to leave the country to

restore his battered reputation.

Dr Kossmann flew to East Timor on Thursday for a

short-term posting with the Australian Defence Force at

a hospital in Dili.
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He has also been engaged as a consultant at a leading

hospital in Belgium, where he will teach and perform

surgery several times a year.

The German-born surgeon has been forced overseas

since a campaign to discredit him cost him his job as

The Alfred hospital's director of trauma.

Once one of the country's busiest surgeons, he has

struggled to find suitable work in Australia despite

being cleared of all allegations.

Police, the Australian Tax Office, the Transport Accident

Commission, WorkSafe, the Medical Practitioners Board

and the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons have all

found he has no case to answer.

Dr Kossmann was accused by other surgeons and the

state ombudsman of rorting the TAC by using

fraudulent billing practices and performing dangerous

and unnecessary surgery.

Thomas Kossmann at Melbourne airport. Pic- Craig

Borrow, Herald Sun

The ombudsman, George Brouwer, alleged Dr

Kossmann had "harvested" insured patients to

maximise his income from the TAC, billed for

procedures he never performed and engaged in

harmful, flawed and unnecessary surgery.

Dr Kossmann would not discuss his plans when

approached by the Herald Sun at Melbourne Airport

yesterday.

He said his lawyers had advised him to make no

comment until his legal action against The Alfred had

been resolved. Dr Kossmann sued the hospital's

operator, Bayside Health, for $30 million over claims he

was unlawfully dismissed and defamed.

The Alfred's counter-claim said it was owed several

hundred thousand dollars in fees Dr Kossmann claimed

from the TAC and WorkSafe but failed to pay to the

hospital under an income sharing deal.

Dr Kossmann's posting to a civilian hospital in Dili will

last only a week.

He will graduate from Melbourne University next week

as a Master of Health and Medical Law. One of the

subjects in the graduate course is advanced civil

litigation.

At Antwerp's University Hospital, Dr Kossmann will

teach neurosurgeons the same "halo" head brace

technique of minimally invasive spinal reconstruction

that was heavily criticised by the ombudsman.

AMA chief Jane Stephens said Dr Kossmann was denied

the chance to defend himself over claims made by the

ombudsman "behind the cloak of parliamentary

privilege". She said the ombudsman's allegations had

damaged Dr Kossmann's reputation. She said the AMA

was pleased with government plans to downgrade the

Ombudsman's powers and demand greater procedural

fairness as part of its review of integrity and anti-

corruption systems.

Dr Kossmann, started work as director of trauma at the

Alfred in 2001. A peer review panel was set up in 2007

to investigate complaints about his clinical conduct and

billing practices. Dr Kossmann was suspended on full

pay in November, 2007, and resigned from the Alfred in

April, 2008.

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/victoria/thomas-

kossmann-forced-overseas-to-get-work/story-e6frf7kx-

1225907487113

*******

Remember Dr Kerry Bolton of Wellington, New Zealand?
*

BSA rules against man accused of denying Holocaust
Otago Daily Times, Friday, 31 December 2010

Far-right conservative Kerry Bolton says he is

disappointed a complaint about a Radio New Zealand

programme accusing him of being a Holocaust denier

has not been upheld by the Broadcasting Standards

Authority (BSA).

The segment called Ideas on Sunday with Chris

Laidlaw, aired in May 2009, featured an interview with

sociologist Scott Hamilton about anti-Semitic fringe

groups in New Zealand that were denying or

downplaying the gravity of the Holocaust.

Dr Hamilton said Dr Bolton was a "key figure" among

hardcore Holocaust deniers who were active in New

Zealand. He said Dr Bolton had close connections with

Australian Frederick Toben who had recently been jailed

for his views.

Dr Bolton would also go to demonstrations against

Israel's involvement in Palestine "and he'll present

himself as a legitimate critic of Israel foreign policy and

he'll slide from that to anti-Semitism and Holocaust

denial", Dr Hamilton said.
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Young people may have been "taken in by this stuff",

he added.

Dr Hamilton also accused Dr Bolton of creating the

theory that Europeans were the first to colonise New

Zealand before Maori "invaders" wiped them out.

Dr Bolton complained to the BSA about the piece and

said statements made by Dr Hamilton were inaccurate.

His objections included denying he had worked closely

with Toben, that he was the inventor of the Celtic New

Zealand theory or he had any influence over "unwary

youth".

Radio NZ argued statements made by Dr Hamilton were

his expert opinion to which the standard of accuracy did

not apply.

It pointed to Dr Bolton being listed as the New Zealand

Associate to the organisation run by Toben as well as a

number of articles connecting Dr Bolton to Holocaust

denial.

Dr Hamilton provided an article called Kerry Bolton: The

Man, The Myth, The Manmyth, that contained a quote

attributed to Dr Bolton calling the Holocaust "fictitious

blather".

Dr Hamilton also identified articles written by Dr Bolton

about the claim Europeans were the first to colonise

New Zealand that pre-dated any other publication

about the theory.

Young people were probably influenced by Dr Bolton's

views because of his position of leadership in

organisations such as the National Front, which had a

large youth membership, Dr Hamilton said.

In reply, Dr Bolton said he had not been in Australia for

20 years, so could not have worked closely with Toben.

He also had not heard of the European colonisation

theory until 2003, so could not have invented the idea,

he said.

He also denied infiltrating numerous anti-war

demonstrations to air his views.

The BSA originally upheld Dr Bolton's complaint, but

Radio NZ appealed the decision to the High Court,

which referred the complaint back to the BSA for

further consideration.

After receiving further submissions from both Radio NZ

and Dr Bolton, the BSA reversed its decision and denied

the complaint.

The BSA said that through his own writings, Dr Bolton

was shown to be a Holocaust denier.

In a majority decision, the panel said it was clear that

as an expert in the subject, Dr Hamilton was giving his

opinion as well as presenting facts about the subject.

If the panel had upheld the complaint it would have

placed "an unreasonable limit on the broadcaster's right

to freedom of expression...". Dr Bolton today told

NZPA his reaction to the decision was "not exactly

positive".

"The programme was comprised entirely of lies and

they've upheld lies as fair comment basically, as

reasonable comment and expert opinion."

Dr Bolton said he would not describe himself as a

Holocaust denier, "but I simply don't know how it

happened -- to what extent it happened".

http://www.odt.co.nz/news/national/142797/bsa-

rules-against-man-accused-denying-holocaust

***
Fredrick Töben: Letter to Editor

Denying the Holocaust
Submitted on Fri, 31/12/2010 - 6:37pm.

Here we go again - a quasi judicial body is attempting to

criminalize expression of opinions thereby destroying one of

the pillars of British Common Law.

This is, of course, not a coincidence because that kind of

attack on Common Law has been going on for decades.

Remember how in New Zealand academia scandalised itself by

revealing its moral and intellectual bankruptcy when in 2000

Canterbury University bent to Jewish pressure and initiated

the enquiry into the granting in 1993 of an MA to Dr S J

Hayward whose thesis claimed that there was no gas chamber

evidence at Auschwitz.

Dr Kerry Bolton and I have associated formally and informally

- but anyone who claims that this creates a principle of "guilt

by association" forgets that anyone who is in the thinking-

information gathering industry can be charged with such a

dubious principle.

The aim is to smear individuals, and in my case individuals

fear what I have to say because they cannot refute my

probing questions, and thus resort to smearing my character

by labelling me 'hater', 'Holocaust denier', 'antisemite', 'racist',

'Nazi', 'terrorist'.

Remember, any concerned citizen should know about

everything about life but need not have done everything. This

is why the imperative for free expression is so important,

which unfortunately some have split into 'free speech' and

'hate speech'.

Those propagating the concept of 'hate speech' are depriving

individuals of a free flow of information by pushing to have so-

called 'hate speech' criminalised.

All too often it is such individuals who are the real haters, the

ones who fear an open public debate on contentious issues.

Unlike the climate change Ponzi scheme, the Holocaust as

been around much longer and in a number of countries is

anchored in law where matters of fact cannot be introduced

because that in itself would generate a new offence.

I smile when I read the sentence: 'The BSA said that through

his own writings, Dr Bolton was shown to be a Holocaust

denier'.

This makes my maxim relevant: 'Don't blame the Jews, blame

those that bend to their pressure'.

Oh, by the way, I spent 3 months in a South Australian prison

because of 'contempt of court' not because I refuse to believe

in the fairy stories called the 'Holoaust-Shoah' that are sold to

a gullible world public as an historical fact.

It's a fine legal technical line but Australia's judiciary is clever

enough not to go down the German road where expression of

opinions is a criminal matter. That is why I was not extradited

to Germany in October-November 2008 when the European

Arrest Warrant had me pulled off a plane at Heathrow Airport

because the Germans want me for five years because I refuse

to believe in the Holocaust-Shoah.

***

From: Fredrick Toben

To: vindex@clear.net.nz

Cc: info@adelaideinstitute.org

Sent: Saturday, January 01, 2011 8:46 AM



Subject: from New Zealand

Kerry, me mate! - haven't said hello to you for some years

how are things with you in New Zealand?

I've relinquished control of Adelaide Institute and am now a
senior citizen, a concerned senior citizen.
Once I was quoted as flippantly saying: ‘I don't sue, I'm not a
Jew!’ I still stand by that principle because once you don't
worry about what others think of you, then it doesn't matter
that individuals have a go at you. It reflects on their own
moral worth by revealing their ethical standards.
I am just reading Nancy Turner Banks'
Diamonds, and Empire< which is quite revealing because it
contextualizes those who propagated the HIV=AIDS
hypothesis without subjecting it to scrutiny, thereby refusing
to consider deficiencies that became glaring as this hypothesis
failed to account for what was happening on the ground.
At p20 she states:
>> Several years after the shock had subsided in the
medical community of the premature announcement of
the finding of a "probable" cause of AIDS and the
some time for sober reflection, thousands of physicians,
scientists and Thabo Mbeki, former President of South
Africa, openly challenged the conclusions of the
viral/AIDS hypothesis. There were too many
unanswered questions in this thesis.
The challenge for an open scientific debate was deemed
outrageous and irresponsible by those who had vested
interests in the profits and the control that came with
supporting the hierarchical position. The voices of those
who called for transparency and open debat
most important medical issue of the day were
intentionally silenced by the usual counterinsurgency
techniques of slander, derision, name calling,
intentional medical perjury, and distortion of scholarly
based counter-analysis.
All of this was buttressed by the hysteria of the gay
community who preferred to live in denial rather than
face their own culpability in the self poisoning that led
to the creation of the crisis.<<
Like the Climate Change/Global Warming Ponzi scheme, this
AIDS matter didn't last too long but proponents managed to
give it legal protection, unlike the WMD lie and the 9/11
insider job lie that still are open to enquiry, though the various
insurance payouts will make it more difficult to get a full
resolution/clarification of what happened - and the Holocaust
Shoah Ponzi scheme that has held firm for more than 4

‘I have a key black supporter here in

Semitic group in America, for good reason, is BLACKS.’

Website:
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Like the Climate Change/Global Warming Ponzi scheme, this
last too long but proponents managed to

give it legal protection, unlike the WMD lie and the 9/11
insider job lie that still are open to enquiry, though the various
insurance payouts will make it more difficult to get a full

and the Holocaust-
Shoah Ponzi scheme that has held firm for more than 4

decades still awaits resolution though on paper the
Revisionists have won this war quite conclusively.
Let's hope you like my response
that media people must fight against the princ
association'. How else can we gather our information,
which necessitates us going into the enemy's camp on
occasions?
Fredrick

***

From: Kerry Bolton vindex@clear.net.nz

Sent: Saturday, 1 January 2011 8:00 AM

To: toben@toben.biz

Subject: Re: from New Zealand
Dear Fredrick

Even the NZPA report is not corre

surprising. The BSA did not find that through my own writi

I'm a holocaust denier - they de

fact, and said that the complaint should have been made

under 'fairness' rather than 'accuracy'

advice on this from the start, and

upheld.

My complaint centered not on Hamilton's opinions but on

claims he made as fact, each of the poi

to be false. In further evdience RNZ stated that I had

presenterd papers to the AI at least twice,

anonynous anarchist to testify that I had attended a peace

demo in 2003 with a 'Remember D

to get then Kapiti Councillor Allan Tristram, who was at the

dmeo and to whom I spoke, to write that no such placard

existed.

The article is quite useless.

I'm not interested in debating points of the Holocaust and can

contribute nothing of scholarly interest.

technicalities are a moot point since attrocities were

committed on all sides, and are tragic regar

victism are and the manner by whi

that’s also enought to label som

Regards

Kerry

*****

John de Nugent, right:

supporter here in-house and he is my webmaster and an assistant! The most anti

Semitic group in America, for good reason, is BLACKS.’

Website: www.johndenugent.com

Email: john@johndenugent.com
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Re: from New Zealand

Even the NZPA report is not correct, although that's not

find that through my own writings

they declined to find on any matter of

fact, and said that the complaint should have been made

rather than 'accuracy' - although I sought their

e start, and my original complaint was

t on Hamilton's opinions but on

e made as fact, each of the points of which I showed

to be false. In further evdience RNZ stated that I had

pers to the AI at least twice, and had an

ify that I had attended a peace

demo in 2003 with a 'Remember Dresden' placard. I was able

to get then Kapiti Councillor Allan Tristram, who was at the

, to write that no such placard

I'm not interested in debating points of the Holocaust and can

contribute nothing of scholarly interest. I just say that the

ities are a moot point since attrocities were

all sides, and are tragic regardless of who the

victism are and the manner by which they died. Of course

meone with sinister intent.

house and he is my webmaster and an assistant! The most anti-

Semitic group in America, for good reason, is BLACKS.’


